Side loading bin washers
TecMe presents the side loading bin washer
TEC-SIDE fast, versatile and complete:
• Cold water flow up to 100 L/min, hot water un
to 60 L/min;
• Bin collection system with DIN and Bologna
coupling (changing the coupling pins);
• System for external washings, sliding or with
brushes, also with several high-pressure pumps;
• 5,000 +5.000 to +10,000 10,000 litres tank.
• Bin coupling up to 2 meters away.
• ECANBUS electronics with diagnostics.

The accurate design phase has allowed us to
build a machine with very limited overall
dimensions and height.
Our system for bin coupling in rest position
positions with the outer arms on the washing
chamber, ready for coupling. In this way, no
time is wasted for tailgate opening and for
arms exit from the washing chamber.

As always we are recognizable in the market for the quality of the product, for the convenience in use, the attention to details
and for the customer service which means: answers in a short time, maximum care in service, studies designed to meet specific
customer requests, maximum attention to continuous product improvement.
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The collection tank and the structure of the washing
chamber are made of stainless steel AISI/304, the
binlifter on request is made of stainless steel.
The closing door of the washing tank moves in
synchrony with the loading system in such a way as
not to affect the time of the wash cycle. The specific
locking system of the washing chamber offers a
locking system that limits as much as possible
unwanted water leaks during transfers.

The commands for machine control and management
are simple, reliable, and intuitive: The control panel,
with the monitor equipped with an anti-reflection
and brightness and contrast adjustment, is
ergonomically located in the cab, so as not to
compromise in any way the visibility and the driving
movements of the driver. The bin washing and
collection equipment is fully automatic, electronically
managed by a programmable controller system,
and equipped with check control for diagnostics
of operation of the various parts of the equipment.

The loading system on the left or right side of the
vehicle performs coupling, handling, washing and
repositioning of 1000 to 1100 LT bins with Din,
Bologna and OMB couplings

The operator has a fully
customizable machine, at the
same time practical, fast and
accurate:
The panel, with touch screen functionality, allows the
total control of job settings, speed of movement and
parametrization of the size of the types of bins, check
of the state of the sensors, including analogue ones.
The panel has a 4 characters password protection for
the sensitive operations of the operator panel.

CONTACT US!
WE CAN MEET ALL YOUR NEEDS!
TECME ETE S.R.L. MAKES A WIDE RANGE OF BIN
WASHER, TILTING TANK AND MINI DRAIN VERSIONS
AVAILABLE.
The data and photographs must be considered approximate.

